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1951, the First Edition

• The magazine 'Ruimtevaart' has 
been published since 1951

• History of over 60 years

• Spaceflight evolved from theory 
to interplanetary missions and 
everyday applications

• The magazine evolved as well



1950s and -1960s: Real Spaceflight

• Membership mostly technical academics 
• Prof. Johan Kooy: expert in rocket propulsion and 

guidance & control at Royal Military Academy in 
Breda and Delft University of Technology

• In 1946, Kooy, together with Prof. Uytenbogaart, 
wrote the world’s first post-war book about the 
German V1 and V2 weapons

• Marinus Vertregt (specialised in orbital 
mechanics) 

• “Study Group” reporting in the magazine

• Technical papers, with long mathematical 
derivations and complicated graphs 



1950s and -1960s: Real Spaceflight

• Overviews of spaceflight news, as more satellites are launched

• ‘Study Group’ reports on Soviet missions, otherwise little known

• Some articles deal with visionary concepts and technology 
• manned, reusable, nuclear-powered launch vehicle 
• space telescopes 

• May 1961 campaign against manned spaceflight of Prof. van 
den Bergh

• ‘Ruimtevaart’ asks the opinion of its readers
• answers are printed in July 
• pro and con arguments have not changed over 60 years!



1950s and -1960s: Real Spaceflight

• July 1961 co-publication with the amateur rocket society NERO, 
• influx of specialised articles on rocket propulsion

• June 1958 article about the possibilities for life on other planets

• February 1959 and May 1961 include long articles “Space Law”. 

• Regularly reports on the IAC and other conferences

• Article in Dutch, English and occasionally German
• often based on material presented internationally
• Some are provided by foreign authors including many from 

the Soviet Union 

• Lay-out is straight-forward, typed pages with handwritten 
formulas and black and white illustrations



1970s: Established Industry

• Special issue in December 1976: NVR’s 25th anniversary 

• Overview of space activities in The Netherlands

• Spaceflight has moved beyond academic study groups 

• national developments (satellites ANS and IRAS) 

• European projects for ESRO, ELDO and ESA 

• Most articles by Dutch companies and institutes 
working on and with actual space hardware

• The futuristic concepts and highly optimistic 
expectations expressed are missing 

• The lay-out of the 1976 edition has not changed, but 
the number of illustrations is much higher

• because more actual hardware to show?



1996-2010: Spaceflight Broadens

• Broadening of spaceflight developments: space 
medicine, space tourism, commercial Earth 
observation, spin-offs, space history and the 
terrestrial use of space applications (GPS and 
such).

• More Dutch people work in companies in other 
countries, or in ESTEC, and report on their work 
there 

• Industries and institutes in The Netherlands are 
more involved, the magazine reflects an combined 
Dutch and European focus

• Students are encouraged to write about their study 
projects and research activities

• Reporting of space news less important (now by e-
mail newsletters and Internet) 

• articles focus of overall project and study descriptions, 
evaluations of trends and future possibilities, and on 
specific Dutch involvements



1996-2010: Spaceflight Broadens

• All articles are in Dutch, occasionally English 
versions: IAC-1999 in Amsterdam, (Dutch) 
space spin-off

• Fixed team of editors, who author most of the 
articles

• For special editions about specific topics, 
“guest” Editor-in-Chiefs   

• Advertisement is introduced to help finance 
the magazine 

• Lay-out more complex with few pages in 
colour 

• In 2008 ‘Ruimtevaart’ goes full-colour

• Lay-out by outside contractor taking much of 
the burden from (unpaid) Editor in Chief 

• increasingly difficult to find a volunteer for editor 
in chief



the Magazine Today

• End 2011 Ruimtevaart was restarted

• new board of editors (veterans and new people)

• Attracting editors from outside aerospace  

• Reflecting changes in membership (increasing number of 
students and foreign professionals) 

• selected articles are in English

• students are actively approached to write articles

• Focus on analysis, overviews, background information 
and in-depth articles

• Variety of articles is increased to reflect diversity of 
today’s space domain

• Emphasis on Dutch involvement

• Attention to National and European space policy

• At request the “Chronicle” is maintained

• comprehensive list of launches and space activities 



Survey results

• 10% have no interest in specials, 
36% for special occasions, 44% 
once a year;

• Preference for language in the long 
term, 58% a mix of English and 
Dutch, 25% Dutch, 16% English

• Satisfaction availability digital 
versions: 3.7

• 24% of people regularly read 
articles on PC / tablet, but at least 
75% are interested in an enhanced 
digital edition. 

Magazine scores (out of 1-5 scale):

• Overall satisfaction 4.2

• Satisfaction topics 4.1

• Satisfaction depth 4.0

• Satisfaction regular articles 4.0



Lessons learned 

• Space magazines remain relevant if  

• focus on critical analyses, overviews, background information and in-depth articles 
on specific topics

• keep up with the times and readership (type, topic, style and even language)

• requires a periodical critical evaluation, at least partly based on reader feed-back 

• ‘Ruimtevaart’ currently publishes 4 editions of 48 pages per year

• found optimum in timeliness of the articles, the time constraints of the voluntary 
editors and authors, financial burden (printing and posting)

• It was found best not to stick to too strict to publishing deadlines 
(published by volunteers)

• Target dates are required!



Lessons learned

• Space magazines typically have a very specific, well-defined pool of 
readers well suited to finely targeted advertisement

• advertisements and “advertorials” from Dutch space industries, museums and 
exhibitions. 

• The lay-out of a modern magazine is a specialised job 

• a paid contractor so that the (unpaid) editors can focus on content

• Special editions on narrow topics typically result in planning 
difficulties and inflexibility. 

• replace special editions by “Dossiers”: a number of short articles on specific 
topics, published in regular editions



Conclusions

• ‘Ruimtevaart’ has successfully kept up with the times over more than 
60 years

• evolution of spaceflight

• changes in the society’s membership

• reader demands and tastes

• Valuable lessons for other space magazines and for the future of 
‘Ruimtevaart’ itself.

• Interesting history of the development of spaceflight enthusiasm, 
knowledge and the space industry in The Netherlands
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First result 

Unfortunately, the issues 1952-1 till 1957-2 are missing from our paper archive: 

if these would be available somewhere we would appreciate if you would 

contact the authors or NVR secretary.

Frits Arink (former NVR chair) responded that he has most of these issues 
available and would like to hand them over


